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Manufacturing Employment: 
The long run and the 00s.

Major Features:

• Fairly constant  employment around 17 
million from mid 1960s until 2000.

• Precipitous decline of 5.8 million between 
2000 and 2010 and then modest recovery.

• But steady declining share in 
employment from the 60s until 2010 
although it gets larger in percentage 
terms near the end. 
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The Debate: The Robots versus China
• Often couched in terms of Globalization versus Technology.

• Most economists point to relatively rapid productivity growth in manufacturing as a sufficient 
explanation.

• But others say trade very significant especially after 2000. Particularly influential in both policy 
discussions and empirical work is the role of “the China shock.”

• Almost totally absent is consideration of the role of demand. Both long run income 
elasticities and role of slow growth.
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Source: Boppart Econometrica

Motivation 1: 
As People get richer, they spend lower 
shares of their incomes on goods.
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Motivation 2: 
A decade of slow growth
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Main Story
The Productivity explanation: works well but rests too heavily on the computer and electronics 
industry.

The impact of excluding the computer industry from the data reverses roles of income and prices 
after 1970

Leads to an account in which productivity plays some role, but demand and slow growth 
provides most of  the explanation.
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Manufacturing as an Aggregate  2000-2010
• Change in labor share = difference in output – difference in productivity. 

• (%Lman - % LGDP)  = (%QMan – %QGDP ) - (%ProdMan - % Prod GDP)

• -3.9%                 =   (1.6 – 1.9)   -.3          - (5.7 – 2.1)    3.6

• So with manufacturing aggregate:  output differences a very small share of the  explanation 
and differences in productivity tell the story.
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Dropping the Computer and Electronics 
Industry
• Change in labor share = difference in output – difference in productivity. 

• (%Lmannc - % LGDP)  = (%QMannc – %QGDP ) - (%ProdMannc - % Prod GDP)

• -3.7%                 =   (-0.4  – 1.8)   - 2.3           - (3.6  – 2.2)  - 1.4

• So with manufacturing minus computers output differences a larger share of the explanation than 
productivity though bot play a role!

• But both trade and demand  depress output so which is it!
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Regression explaining non-computer output 
1960 to 2000 predicts output accurately

• GDP  grew at 1.9 percent between 2000 & 2010

• Equation predicts growth of-.3

• (-.3.3 + 1.58 * 1.9) = -.3

• Output actually grew at ‐.4 annual average between 2000 
and 2010!

• Almost no error!

%NCQ

%GDP 1.583***
(0.125)

%RPRICE -0.548***
(0.072)

Constant -0.033***
(0.005)
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Capturing long run: 1960-2000
Income elasticity  of non-computer output is 0.4!

LogNCQ

LogGDP 0.395***
(0.016)

LogRP ‐1.816***
(0.171)

• Out of sample predicts output in 2010 with 
error of -7.3 percent 

• Output in 2011 predicted with error of  3.9

• Output in 2018 predicted with error of  -.1 (18 
years out of sample)



Long run nominal decline explained by prices when 
manufacturing assumed homogeneous quantities grow at 
same rate as GDP: Popular View US has not deindustrialized!
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Since 1970 Nominal Share decline matches quantities when 
computers are dropped. Relative prices do not change much.
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Conclusions
With the computer industry it’s a story of productivity

Excluding computers though it’s a combination of some productivity and cyclical 
and income elasticities.

Not much room for a net impact of trade.

A conclusion that’s similar to the microeconomic studies of aggregate 
manufacturing employment after 2000.


